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ABSTRACT
Provisioning of mobile video streaming is hitting toward to
limitations in channel quality and capacity as well as in ter-
minal processing power. These known limitations, network
settings, and video content influence the end user quality. In
this article we investigate the estimation of perceived video
quality for mobile streaming scenarios. Firstly, we analyze
streaming content and usage scenarios. Secondly, we define
objective video parameters which reflect the sequence motion
character and its content. Finally, video quality estimation
methods based on these parameters are developed and com-
pared with common methods.
The presented results show that the proposed approach pro-
vides powerful solutions for automatic subjective video qual-
ity estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Provisioning of mobile multimedia services is becoming
more important, due to market and terminal development in
recent years. The most challenging quality issue for provi-
sioning of multimedia services is providing video streaming
services in a required level of customer satisfaction. The re-
quired level of customer satisfaction is achieved with suitable
combinations of codec and network settings for streamed
content. This reflects a customer centric point of view on
providing of video streaming services. Moreover, it requires
an automatic estimation of perceived video quality, in order
to maximize subjective performance of mobile video stream-
ing.
Mobile video streaming is characterized by low resolutions
and low bit rates. The bit rates are limited by the capac-
ity of UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem) radio bearer and restricted processing power of mo-
bile terminals. These properties exclude provisioning of
3G video streaming with bitrates (BR) higher than 200kbps.
The commonly used resolutions areQuarter Common In-
termediate Format(QCIF,176×144 pixels) for cell phones,
Common Intermediate Format(CIF, 352× 288 pixels) and
Standard Interchange Format(SIF, 320× 240 pixels) for
data-cards and palmtops (PDA). The codec mandatory for
UMTS video streaming is H.263. The video streaming en-
coded with H.263 contains a lot of video coding artifacts
due to high compression ratios common in mobile stream-
ing. This results to significant video quality reduction. Nev-
ertheless, H.263 is widely used because it is license-free.
UMTS optional codecs are MPEG4 and since release 6 [1]
a baseline profile of the H.264/AVC codec [2] is supported.
The most suitable video coding standard for mobile stream-
ing is H.264/AVC. Thanks to its significant improvement in
video compression gain the newest video coding standard

H.264/AVC allows to provide video streaming for low bit
and frame rates while preserving perceptual quality.
Our recent achievements [3], [4] show that the perceived
video quality is influenced by mobile usage scenario and con-
tent type. Moreover, we can assume that individual objective
video parameters are weakly correlated with subjective qual-
ity [5]. The proposed metrics of the last years can be sub-
divided into two main groups: human vision model based
video metrics [6], [7], [8] and metrics based only on the
objective video parameters [9], [10], [11]. The complexity
of these methods is quite high and significant computational
power is necessary to calculate them. These metrics are de-
signed for broadband broadcasting video services and do not
consider mobile video streaming scenarios.
Due to content dependence of subjective video qual-
ity [5], [12] it is highly meaningful to use sequence character
sensible objective parameters [3] or additive content classifi-
cation [4].
We are looking at measures that do not need the original
(non-compressed) sequence for the estimation of quality, be-
cause this reduces the complexity and at the same time broad-
ens the possibilities of the quality prediction deployment.
Furthermore, we investigated different estimation methods
based on complex analytical models [3], low-complexity an-
alytical models with content classifications [4] and novel
ensemble based estimation systems. The last estimation
method shows that ensemble based systems are more ben-
eficial than their single classifier counterparts. Moreover, we
discuss the suitability of these estimation methods for auto-
matic video quality in different usage scenarios.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, our video
streaming usage scenario and the sequences selected for eval-
uation are described as well as the setup of our survey we
performed to obtain MOS values. In Section 3, the extrac-
tion process of character sensible objective parameters isex-
plained. In Section 4, estimation methods and their perfor-
mance are discussed. Section 5 contains conclusions and
some final remarks.

2. MOBILE VIDEO STREAMING SCENARIO

Our mobile video streaming scenario is specified by the en-
vironment of usage, streamed content and the screen size of
the mobile terminal. Therefore, the mobile scenario is strictly
different in comparison with classical TV broadcasting ser-
vices or broadband IP-TV services. Furthermore, most of the
mobile content is on demand. The mostly provided mobile
streaming contents are news, soccer, cartoons, panorama for
weather forecast or traffic news and video clip.
Our extensive survey shows systematic differences between
MOS (mean opinion score) results obtained by testing on
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UMTS terminals and PC screens. According to these ex-
periences, we perform our tests on UMTS mobile terminals.
Due to this experience we did not follow ITU-T Recommen-
dation [13] and in order to emulate real conditions of the
UMTS service, all the sequences were displayed on a PDA
VPA IV UMTS/WLAN (see Figure 1). The viewing distance
from the phone is not fixed, but selected by the test person.
We have noticed that the users are comfortable to take the
UMTS terminal at a distance of 20-30 cm and the tests were
conducted in our video quality laboratory.
Our video quality test design follows these experiences in or-
der to reflect real world scenario.

Figure 1: Test equipment: VPA IV UMTS/WLAN

2.1 The test setup for video quality evaluation

For the tests we selected two sets of five video sequences
each having ten-second duration and SIF resolution. Screen-
shots of some of these sequences are depicted in Figure 2. All
sequences were encoded with an H.264/AVC baseline pro-
file 1b. For subjective quality testing we used frame and bit
rate combinations shown in Table 1. In total there were 36
combinations.
We subdivided the sequences to theirs contents into five
classes.

Figure 2: Snapshots of training and test sequences

In the ”news” or content class number 1 (CC #1) se-
quences, a moderator is reading news only by moving her
lips and eyes. The ”news” sequences include parts with a
small moving region of interest (face) on static background.
The ”soccer” or CC #2 sequences contain wide angle camera
sequences with uniform camera movement (panning). The
camera is tracking a small rapid moving object (ball) on the
uniformly colored (typically green) background.
In ”cartoon” or CC #3 sequences the object motion is domi-

nant, the background is usually static. The global motion is
almost not present due to the artificial origin of the movies
(no camera). The object movement has no natural character.
”Panorama” or CC #4 sequences contain global motion se-
quences taken with a wide angle panning camera. The cam-
era movement is uniform and in one direction.
The last investigated sequence videoclip CC #5 either con-
tains a lot of global and local motion or fast scene changes.

FR [fps]/BR [kbit/s] 24 50 56
5 CC #1, CC #4 CC #5 CC #1, CC #4

7.5 CC #1, CC #4 CC #1, CC #4

10 CC #1, CC #4 CC #1, CC #4

15 CC #1 CC #1

FR [fps]/BR [kbit/s] 60 70 80 105
5 CC #1

7.5 CC #5 CC #5 CC #1, CC #2, CC #5

10 CC #5 CC #5 CC #1, CC #2, CC #5

15 CC #5 CC #1, CC #2, CC #5

Table 1: Tested combinations of frame rates (FR) and bit
rates(BR)

To obtain MOS values, we worked with 36 test persons
for two different sets of test sequences. The first set was used
for metric design and the second for evaluation of the met-
ric performance. The training test set was carried out with
26 test persons and the evaluation test set was carried out
with 10 test persons. The training and evaluation tests were
collected from different sets of five video sequences. The
chosen group of test persons ranged different ages (between
20 and 30), gender, education and experience with image
processing.
The test method was absolute category rating (ACR) as it
better imitates the real world streaming scenario. Thus, the
subjects had not the original sequence as a reference, result-
ing in a higher variance. People evaluated the video quality
after each sequence using a five grade MOS scale (1-bad, 2-
poor, 3-fair, 4-good, 5-excellent) in a prepared form.

2.2 Subjective quality test results

The obtained MOS data was scanned for unreliable and in-
consistent results. Votes from one viewer to a certain se-
quence that differ two or more MOS grades from the first to
the second run were considered unreliable and therefore re-
jected. In total, 12.3% of the results were rejected. This cor-
rection had negligible effect on the test global mean score.
The 95% confidence intervals [13] were as well computed,
assuming the votes follow a normal distribution. The MOS
values obtained for all the test configurations ranged from
1.6 to 4.4. The distribution of the 95% confidence intervals
for the MOS, shown in Figure 3, can be used as a quality
indicator of the collected data. The average size of the 95%
confidence intervals is 0.27 on the 1-5 MOS scale. This indi-
cates a good agreement between observers.

As can be seen from Figure 4, subjective video quality
is strongly content dependent, especially for lower BR. For
the ”news” sequence highest score is obtained by the con-
figuration 105@7.5, closely followed by 105@10, 56@10
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Figure 3: Left, confidence interval size vs. MOS. Right, dis-
tribution of 95% confidence intervals.

kbps@fps. Very interesting is the fact that the viewer seems
to notice no difference in quality between the combination
56@10 kbps@fps and 105@10 kbps@fps, which both re-
ceive very positive evaluations. The most dynamic sequence
”soccer” received the best evaluation at 105 kbps and increas-
ing frame rate has always a positive effect on the perceived
quality, which is in contrast with other content types, spe-
cially to the ”news” case. In the ”soccer” sequence viewers
prefer smoothness of motion rather than static quality.
The ”panorama” sequence receives better evaluation on
lower FR, this indicates hat the users give in this case pri-
ority to the static quality. In view of the ”cartoon” results,
we can say that a sequence of these characteristics can be
compressed at the very low data rate of 24 kbps, obtaining a
good perceived quality. At 56 kbps the static quality of the
images is very good and does not worsen perceptibly with
increasing frame rate. Therefore at this data rate, the view-
ers quality perception improves with FR and the configura-
tions 56@10 kbps@fps receives the highest score a 4.4 MOS
grade, which is even the absolute maximum score reached in
the survey. The ”video clips” encoded at the highest rate 105
kbps have very good acceptance, but again we can observe
better evaluation for 10 fps than at 15 fps.

M
O

S

Figure 4: MOS for all the tested sequences (training set)

3. OBJECTIVE VIDEO QUALITY PARAMETERS

As we can observe from the obtained MOS data, the human
perception is strongly influenced by the character of the se-
quence. Especially in small resolutions and after compres-
sion, not only speed of movement (influencing directly the
compression gain) but also the type of the movement plays an
important role in the user perception. Therefore, in this work
we focus on the motion features of the video sequences. The
motion features can be used directly as an input into the esti-
mation formulas or indirectly by determining limited number
of content classes and using distinctive MOS estimation met-

rics for each content class. Both possibilities we investigated
in [3] and [4], respectively.
The investigated motion features concentrate on the motion
vector statistics, including the size distribution and thedi-
rectional features of the motion vectors (MV) within one se-
quence of frames between two cuts. Zero MVs allow for esti-
mating the size of the still regions in the video pictures. That,
in turn, allows to analyze MV features for the regions with
movement separately. This particular MV features makes it
possible for distinguishing between rapid local movements
and global movement. For content classification, the mo-
tion features are calculated for each frame and statistically
processed for further hypotheses testing.

4. VIDEO QUALITY ESTIMATION

The perceived video quality estimation must be based on
character sensitive motion features within one shot (scene),
because a video stream can consist of more than one different
shot having different content. Therefore, we estimate video
quality within one scene. For our purpose we extend algo-
rithm for temporal segmentation based on a dynamic thresh-
old [14]. Forcontent class basedvideo quality estimation,
the content class is estimated firstly as is explained in [4].
The automatic content classification enables video qualityes-
timation within one content class. The classification basedon
hypothesis testing is a universal statistical method for content
classification, which provides almost unlimited opportunities
for the definition of new content classes. The subjective qual-
ity for a certain content class is then estimated as a function
of BR and FR. The content class based metric is a reference-
free estimator if the content class is known (e.g. signalized).
Themotion basedquality estimation is a fully reference-free
method which allows for sensible quality estimation for the
most diverse content classes. Our first approach was to use
one single analytic model [3] to reduce the estimation com-
plexity. In order to obtain higher accuracy of our estimation,
we investigated an estimation using ensemble based systems.
Ensemble based systems combine the outputs of several clas-
sifiers (estimators) by averaging in order to reduce the riskof
an unfortunate selection of a poorly performing classifier.

4.1 Ensemble based video quality estimation

The very first idea to use more than one classifier for es-
timation comes from the neural network community [15].
In the last decade research in this field has expanded in
strategies [16] for generating individual classifiers, and/or the
strategy employed for combining the classifiers.
Our approach is to train a defined ensemble of models with a
set of four motion sensitive objective parameters and BR [3].
We build our ensemble of different model classes, to im-
prove the performance in regression problems. The theo-
retical background [17] of our approach is that an ensem-
ble of heterogeneous models usually leads to a reduction of
the ensemble variance because the cross terms in the vari-
ance contribution have a higher ambiguity. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that an ensemble of models has a better perfor-
mance than a single model. We consider a dataset with input
values (motion sensitive parameters and BR)x and output
value (MOS)y with a functional relationship, wherer is an
estimation error:

y = f (x)+ r. (1)
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The weighted averagēf (x) of the ensemble of models is de-
fined as follows:

f̄ (x) =
K

∑
k=1

wk fk(x), (2)

where fk(x) denotes thek-th individual model and the
weights wk sum to one (∑k wk = 1). The generalization
(squared) errore(x) of the ensemble:

e(x) = (y(x)− f̄ (x))2
. (3)

According to [17], the error can be decomposed as follows:

e(x) = ē(x)− ā(x). (4)

This assumption allows us to neglect the mixed terms of fol-
lowing equation, where the average error ¯e(x) of the individ-
ual model is:

ē(x) =
K

∑
k=1

wk(y(x)− fk(x))2
, (5)

and the average ambiguity ¯a(x) of the ensemble is:

ā(x) =
K

∑
k=1

wk( fk(x)− f̄ (x))2
. (6)

According to (5) and (6) we can make the following assump-
tions:
• The ensemble generalization errore(x) is always smaller

than the expected error of the individual models ¯e(x),
• An ensemble should consist of well trained but diverse

models in order to increase the ensemble ambiguity.
These assumptions were applied to an ensemble of uni-
versal models. In order to estimate the generalization er-
ror and to select models for the final ensemble we used a
cross-validation scheme for model training [18]. These algo-
rithms increase ambiguity and thus improve generalization
of a trained model. Furthermore, we obtain an unbiased esti-
mator of the ensemble generalization error.
The cross-validation works as follows:
• Our data set is divided in two subsets and the models are

trained on the first set.
• The models are evaluated on the second set, the model

with the best performance becomes ensemble member.
• The data set is divided with light overlapping with pre-

vious subsets into two new subsets and the models are
trained on the first set.

• The cross-validation continues until the ensemble has a
desired size. The best trade-off between ensemble com-
plexity and performance was achieved for ensemble of
six estimators.

4.1.1 The diversity of the ensemble set

The final step in the design of an ensemble based system
is to find a suitable combination of models. Due to out-
liers and overlapping in data distribution of our data set, it
is impossible to propose a single estimator with perfect gen-
eralization performance. Therefore, we exploit an ensem-
ble of many classifiers and combine their outputs such that
the combination improves upon the performance of a single

Metric Pearson corr. [%]
Ensemble based 85,54
Motion based 80,25

Cont. cl. based 81,93
ANSI [9] 41,73

Table 2: Performance of the MOS estimator for all content
classes.

Metric CC 1CC 2CC 3CC 4CC 5
Ensemble based 0.93 0.97 0.77 0.91 0.97
Motion based 0.77 0.97 0.86 0.80 0.94

Content class based0.93 0.90 0.76 0.90 0.93
ANSI [9] 0.63 0.85 0.95 0.93 0.97

Table 3: Pearson correlation factor of the MOS estimators
for particular content classes.

classifier. Moreover, we are looking for classifiers with sig-
nificantly different decision boundaries from the rest of the
ensemble set. This property of an ensemble set is called
diversity. The above mentioned cross-validation introduces
model-diversity, the training on slightly different data sets
leads to different estimators (classifiers). Additionally, we
increase diversity by using two independent models. Further-
more in cross validation we automatically exclude classifiers
with worse correlation than 50% on the second set.
As the first estimation model we chose a simple, nonparamet-
ric method thek-nearest neighbour rule (kNN) with adaptive
metric [18]. This method is very flexible and does not require
any preprocessing of the training data. The kNN decision
rule assigns to an unclassified sample point the classifica-
tion of the nearest sample point of a set of previous classified
points. We used a locally adaptive form ofk-nearest neighbor
classification. Thek is selected by cross validation.
As the second method an artificial neural network (ANN) is
used. We designed the network with three layers – input, one
hidden and output layers with five objective parameters as
an input and estimated MOS as output. Each ANN has 90
neurons in the hidden layer. As a learning method we used
improved resilient propagation (IRPROP+) with back propa-
gation [19]. IRPROP+ is a fast and accurate learning method
in solving estimation tasks for our data set. Finally the en-
semble consist of two estimation models kNN and ANN and
six estimators, three kNN and three ANN.

4.2 Performance of the video quality estimators

To validate the performance of our proposed metric, we used
the Pearson (linear) correlation factor [20]. In order to pro-
vide a detailed comparison, we compare performance of our
ensemble based estimator with content class based [4] and
motion based [3] estimators and the ANSI metric [9] on our
evaluation set. The depicted results for Pearson correlation
factor in Table 2 reflect the goodness of fit (see Figure 5) with
the independent evaluation set for all content types together.
This correlation method only assumes a monotonic relation-
ship between the two quantities. A virtue of this form of
correlation is that it does not require the assumption of any
particular functional form in the relationship between data
and predictions. The results in Table 2 clearly show good
monotonicity between obtained and estimated values for all
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tested metrics.
In addition, we investigated the goodness of our fit on differ-
ent content classes (see Table 3). The best performance over
all content classes is provided by ensemble and content class
based metrics. A fair performance was obtained by the mo-
tion based metric and very unbalanced performance by the
ANSI metric. The ensemble based metric has performance
similar to the content class based metric. The content classi-
fication can be understood as an art of pre-estimation in order
to obtain a more homogeneous set of results within one con-
tent class, which allows for more accurate quality estimation.
This effect was achieved by introducing cross-validation in
ensemble based metrics. The motion based metric suffers
from weakness of single model estimation. The fit for ‘news’
and ‘cartoon’ sequences is relatively lower in comparison to
the other content classes. A closer look on the ANSI metric
performance shows that ANSI metric has good fit with CCs
#3, 4, 5 and poor performance on the rest of CCs. Moreover,
the ANSI metric requires the knowledge of a reference video
(original) and is the most complex estimator.
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Figure 5: Estimated vs. subjective MOS results

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed an ensemble based perceptual
quality metric for the most frequent content types for mobile
video streaming services and investigated its performance.
Furthermore, we compared the results with the other state of
the art metrics. The investigated metrics differ in complex-
ity and applicability. The ensemble based metric and mo-
tion based metric are fully reference-free estimators. Theen-
semble based metric is more complex but the most accurate
method. The ensemble based and content class based meth-
ods have similar complexity but are still less complex than
the reference ANSI metric. The universal ANSI metric is not
suitable for video quality estimation in the chosen scenarios
due to its complexity and different perception of the mobile
video streaming services.
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